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ōcha hyō

The inspiration behind this tea table was an interest in traditional Japanese craftsmanship, 
philosophy and aesthetics. Both Japan and Scandinavia share many design similarities and 
values which include an emphasis on details, simplicity, a preference for crude beauty and 
human craft. 
ōcha hyō tea table was designed and created in 2016. ōcha hyō is a simple tea table that 
can easily be flat-packed consisting of  wooden elements that connect without the use for 
glue or tools. The construction is brutalistic and made using a variety of  Japanese joinery 
techniques.  
The name ōcha hyō refers to the tradition al Japanese tea ceremony where people gather 
around a ‘ōcha hyō’, a tea table, to find inner peace and serenity.  

ōcha hyō is crafted and produced from materials that reflect both Japanese and Scandinavian  
design tradition. 

Material: Oak wood
Dimensions: h400mm l600mm b450mm
Designer: Julie Begtrup

tea table
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Light

The Light candle holder was designed because of  an interest on how composed materials 
and user interaction could be united in one small object. Light is a simple candle hold-
er, with organic aesthetics. The curved wooden shape, gives the bottom a weightless ap-
pearance. This wooden candle holder is made out of  two flexible modules, which can be 
changed and composed exactly as you wish in various combinations and materials. 

Material: Oak wood, powder coated steel
Dimensions: h40mm ø60mm
Designer: Julie Begtrup

candle holder
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Turntable

Turntable is a simple side table with a hidden storage space. By simply rotat- ing half  of  the 
circular lid the expression is ever changeable. The three-legged construction adds a playful 
and light touch to the geometric shaped design. Based on the simple geometrics the table 
can be used in various ways. TurnTable is produced from materials and with craftsman- 
ship that re ect traditional Scandinavian design values.

TurnTable is designed by Ditte Vad and Julie Begtrup

Material: Ash wood, linoleum 
Dimensions: h380mm ø660mm
Signed at WOUD 

side table with a hidden storage space
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Elements is a journey in materials, it is an ever expanding collection that reflects design 
periods in past, present and future. One could say that an Element product is a trend ref-
erence point in time, one could say that it is a small trend memory container, that materi-
alizes a design period 

Elements is a journey in materials, it is an ever expanding collection that reflects design 
periods in past, present and future. One could say that an Element product is a trend ref-
erence point in time, one could say that it is a small trend memory container, that materi-
alises a design period.

Elements is design in collaboration with Nordic Tales 

Materials: Glass blasted brass, polished brass/glass blasted stainless steel, polished stain-
less steel
Dimension: h430mm ø25mm
Signed at Nordic Tales  

Elements
by Nordic Tales
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Thanks!

If  you have any questions or comments do not hesitate to contact me on 
hello@juliebegtrup.com
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